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Abstract
In-situ parallel workflows couple multiple component applications via streaming data transfer to avoid data exchange
via shared file systems. Such workflows are challenging to
configure for optimal performance due to the huge space of
possible configurations. Here, we propose an in-situ workflow
auto-tuning method, ALIC, which integrates machine learning techniques with knowledge of in-situ workflow structures
to enable automated workflow configuration with a limited
number of performance measurements. Experiments with real
applications show that ALIC identify better configurations
than existing methods given a computer time budget.
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Introduction

Emerging scientific workflows couple simulation tasks with
analysis, visualization, learning, and other data processing
tasks [5]. It is increasingly infeasible to use file systems to
exchange intermediate results between tasks [9–13] due to the
performance gap between the computational and I/O components of HPC systems. Thus, in-situ workflow solutions use
network or shared memory to pass intermediate results [7].
However, in-situ workflows raise performance tuning challenges, making it difficult to fully exploit their performance
advantages. A single component application running in isolation can be tuned by selecting good configurations with
known auto-tuning methods [3, 4]. However, for in-situ workflows, it is insufficient to tune each component independently
because components interact frequently and contend for resources during execution. Ideally, all parameters from all
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components should be optimized together, but this is rarely
realistic with conventional methods due to the multiplicative
increase in potential parameter combinations.
A key issue for automated optimization of in-situ workflows is thus how to produce high-performing configurations
at an affordable cost. To this end, we propose an approach,
namely Active Learning Initialized from Combining component models (ALIC), which combines the effectiveness of
tuning a workflow as a whole and the simplicity of tuning individual components. It first trains models on each component
separately and then leverages the trained component models
to guide the search for optimal workflow configurations.
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Algorithm: ALIC

Given a budget on the number 𝑚 of workflow runs in autotuning, ALIC works as follows.
Initialization: We generate a set of 𝑝 random samples from
the workflow configuration space 𝐶 = 𝐶 s(1) ×𝐶 s(2) × · · · ×𝐶 s(𝐽 )
as the workflow sample candidate pool 𝐶 pool , where 𝐶 s(𝑗) is the
𝑗 th component application’s configuration space (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝐽 ).
Component Sampling: If we previously have no enough
training samples to build component surrogate models, we
randomly select 𝑚𝑡 samples from the configuration space of
each component application to measure their performance,
and incorporate the measured data into their existing measurements as the training data of respective component models.
Build Component Models: After training a third-party machine learning model, boosted tree [2], to build the surrogate
model 𝑀 s(𝑗) of each component application 𝑗, we generate a
s(𝑗)
component sample candidate pool 𝐶 pool of each application 𝑗
from 𝐶 pool by extracting parameter dimensions only related
to the 𝑗 th application and deleting duplicate configurations,
and use the generated component model 𝑀 s(𝑗) to predict the
s(𝑗)
performance of all configurations in 𝐶 pool .
Estimate Performance: We use a low-fidelity approximator
to estimate workflow performance for each configuration in
𝐶 pool . For example, workflow execution and computer times
P
are approximated as 𝑡 e = max 𝑗 𝑡 𝑗e and 𝑡 c = 𝑗 𝑡 𝑗c , where 𝑡 𝑗e and
c
𝑡 𝑗 are the execution and computer times of each stand-alone
component application 𝑗, respectively.
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Figure 1. Actual computer time at the best configuration
auto-tuned (dashed lines: the best configuration in the test set)
Measure Performance: Initially, we measure the performance
of 𝑚 0 samples randomly selected from 𝐶 pool as a workflow
training data set 𝐷 train . Then, we sort the configurations in
𝐶 pool according to their predicted performance to obtain top
(𝑚 − 𝑚 0 − 𝑚𝑡 )/𝐼 workflow configurations that have not been
selected and measure their performance, where 𝐼 is the preset maximum number of iterations. Also, we add the new
measurements 𝐷 train [𝑖] (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐼 ) into 𝐷 train .
Refine the Workflow Model: We use the newly collected
training data in 𝐷 train to incrementally train a third-party machine learning model, boosted tree [2], generating the corresponding workflow surrogate model 𝑀𝑖 in the 𝑖 th iteration.
Next, we use the generated workflow model 𝑀𝑖 to predict the
performance of all configurations in 𝐶 pool . Again, we predict
the top (𝑚 − 𝑚 0 − 𝑚𝑡 )/𝐼 unselected configurations in 𝐶 pool ,
and proceed in this way until the 𝐼 th iteration.
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Experimental Evaluation

We conducted experiments on the Argonne Bebop cluster with
36 CPU cores per node, and ran each workflow with exclusive
access to node resources, on allocation sizes up to 32 nodes.
We used two in-situ workflows coupled via the I/O library
ADIOS [1]. LV couples two full-featured realistic applications: LAMMPS [8], a molecular dynamics simulator, and
Voro++ [14], a Voronoi tesselator for analysis/visualization.
GP for multi-purpose analysis in chemical reaction dynamics couples four applications: Gray-Scott reaction-diffusion
simulation; an analysis application, PDF calculator, applied
to the Gray-Scott output; a visualization application, G-Plot,
also applied to the Gray-Scott output; and a second visualization application, P-Plot, applied to the PDF output. Here, our
goal is to optimize the computer time of each workflow, so
computer time achieved by the best configuration predicted is
used as the metric to evaluate auto-tuning algorithms.
Application configuration options form a total of 2.3 ×
1010 possible configurations for LV and 8.5 × 107 for GP. For
each workflow, we generated, as 𝐶 pool and a test set, 2000 configurations of randomly selected parameter values. For each
configuration in the test set, we launched all workflow components at once and recorded each component’s end-to-end
wall-clock time. We used the longest component execution
time as the configuration’s execution time, and the product
of execution time, number of computing nodes used, and
number of cores per node as the configuration’s computer
time. We also measured the computer time of 500 configurations randomly selected from the parameter space of each
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configurable component, and used these samples as component measurements, from which ALIC may select training
samples for component models.
We compare ALIC with three existing auto-tuning algorithms: RS selects training data by random sampling. AL is
an active learning algorithm that iteratively selects a batch of
the best configurations predicted by gradually refined models
as training samples [3]. GEIST is a state-of-the-art AL-based
auto-tuning algorithm guided by a parameter graph [4]. We
incorporated these four auto-tuning algorithms into a HPC
auto-tuner system based on a robust framework in [6], and
run each algorithm 100 times to report averages.
We measured the actual computer time of the best configurations of LV and GP predicted by RS, GEIST, AL, and
ALIC, and plot the measurements for 𝑚 of 25 and 50 in Fig. 1,
which shows that the computer times achieved by ALIC are
always better than by RS, GEIST, and AL. ALIC outperforms
AL, because surrogate models trained with the same number
of training samples are much more accurate for component
applications than in-situ workflows, and our method of estimating workflow performance provides relatively accurate
configuration ranking over top configurations.
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